
 

 

 

 

 

Installation Guide 

 

Triple-Shelf Multi-Touch Screen Trolley 

 

 

Please ensure all steps are read and understood prior to assembly. 

Some steps may require two people due to the finished weight of the product. 

Refer to manufacturer’s instructions to ensure that the fasteners included are sufficient for 

mounting the multi-touch screen. 

If you are experiencing difficulties or require help please contact your Direct National 

representative. 



STEP ONE: Lay out and identify all parts (pictures may vary somewhat from actual contents) 

 

1 x 13mm/10mm spanner 

1 x 4mm allen key 

1 x 5mm allen key 

Please note: These tools are a bare 

minimum option for use where no 

alternative tools are available. For speed 

and ease of assembly, full 

size/ratcheting/power tools should be 

considered. 

Left and right hand castor mounts 

 

1 x Left hand castor mount: 

 

 

 

 

1 x Right hand castor mount: 

 
 

 
 

 

M6 nyloc nut x 36 
 

M6x12mm socket head bolt x 28 
 

M6x16mm socket head bolt x 8 
 

M8x12mm socket head bolt x 8 

M8x16mm socket head bolt x 20 
 

M8 nyloc nut x 28 
 

 

M8x25mm hex head bolt x 4 

M8 flat washer x 4 

 

 

Front corner post x 2 

 

 

 

100mm dia swivel braking castor x 2 

 

 

100mm dia swivel castor x 2 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Horizontal screen mounting beams x 2 

 

Rear corner posts x 2 (Left & Right) 

 
Multi-touch screen brackets x 2 (Left & Right) 

 
Top shelf (identifiable by return fold on front 

edge) 

 
Centre shelf Lower shelf (identifiable by 8 holes in front area) 



STEP TWO: 

Lay out the two rear corner posts, paying attention to the folded faces that have only two 

holes – these must face in toward each other.  

 

STEP THREE: 

Starting with the middle shelf, bolt each shelf into the rear posts using M6x12mm bolts and 

M6 nyloc nuts. Finger tighten only at this stage, and ensure the head of the bolt is outside 

the post and the nut is inside the shelf. Using M6x12 bolts and nyloc nuts, put only the 

centre two bolts in the rear corners of the lowest shelf. 

 



STEP FOUR: 

Bolt the front corner posts into place; along with the horizontal screen mounting beams 

(which use M8x16mm bolts and M8 nyloc nuts), remembering to only finger tighten. 

Maintain a spacing between the screen mounting beams of 5 empty holes. 

 

STEP FIVE: 

Affix the swivel braking castors to the front of the lowest shelf using M8x12mm bolts and 

M8 nyloc nuts, fastening them completely. Engage the brakes. 

 



STEP SIX: 

Turn the unit over onto lay on the front corner posts (this requires a second person due to 

the unit’s weight). Fit the rear castor mount bracket into place, and bolt into place Repeat 

the process for the other rear corner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STEP SEVEN: 

Use four M8x16mm bolts and nyloc nuts to attach the swivel castor through the castor 

mount, tightening completely. Position the castor mount to run flush with the lowest shelf 

and tighten all nuts completely. Repeat the process with the other rear corner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STEP EIGHT: 

Stand the unit upright onto its castors (this should be done with two people). Tighten all 

nuts completely, except the bolts that secure the horizontal screen mounting beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STEP NINE: 

Take the two multi-touch screen brackets and affix them to the back of the multi-touch 

screen using M8x20 hex head bolts and flat washers in the four threaded mounting holes in 

the rear of the screen. Ensure the angled slots in the multi-touch screen brackets angle 

down and away from the screen, and the two folded tabs face outwards from the centre. 

 

 



STEP TEN: 

With two (or more) people, lift the screen and slot the multi-touch screen brackets into 

place on the horizontal screen mounting beams. Centre the screen on the beams and 

ensure that all four bracket tabs align with slotted holes in the horizontal beams. If they do 

not align, shift the mounting brackets sideways. Check the height of the screen for your 

desired purpose. If it needs to be lowered, lift the screen off the horizontal beams and 

relocate the horizontal beams to lower positions (ensuring that a 5 hole gap is maintained 

between the horizontal beams). Once the screen is centred, the tabs and slotted holes 

aligned, and the right mounting height is achieved, bolt the multi-touch screen bracket tabs 

into the horizontal screen mounting beams using 4 x M8x16 socket head bolts and nyloc 

nuts (the heads of the bolts should be visible from the rear of the unit). Double check all 

nuts and bolts to ensure they are secured fully. 

 


